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I'm just coming from my ITIL (Information Technology Infrastructure Library) Foundations Exam. ITIL
Certification is mandatory for all HP employees and everybody in my team already passed it. Thanks
God I passed the ITIL as well with 87.5%. 

  To prepare for the exam I used Dump files (files with questions and answers given to people on previous
exams) and software that simulates testing Avanset Visual CertExam Manager on PC as well as VCE
Exam Simulator for Mobile. 

  VCE Exam Simulator is a test engine designed specifically for certification exam preparation. It allows
you to create, edit, and take practice tests in an environment very similar to an actual exam. 

  ITIL exam was held here in Sofia in Technologica EAD Study Center. ITIL exam is kindly paid by HP
and costs $250. ITIL Foundation is first level of certification next one is ITIL intermediate. 

  In order to prepare for ITIL it took me about half a day reading the ITIL Dump files (you can download
them here) and 2 days of actively simulating the exams mainly with VCE EXam Simulator on my
Android based mobile.
For those who want to become ITIL professionals and are going to certify further in ITIL Intermediate
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I recommend check all the ITIL Books covering the ITIL v.3 exam (here). 

  If you have the time and you want to have in depth understanding on ITIL also download and watch this
ITIL Exam preparation Videos.

Here are also ITIL Foundation v.3 Dumps for Visual Cert exam manager. By the way ITIL exam is
nowadays is required for almost anyone employeed in middle or large sized IT companies so if you still
don't know anything about it and you're working or you will be working in the IT field take a look at.
Lastly when I was looking for job offers I've noticed there are already plenty of companies who either
require the candidate to have an ITIL passed or count ITIL certified candidates advantageous.
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